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Using heat shield, especially in throat area has a significant effect on combustion chamber pressure and
thermal efficiency of solid fuel engines. Precise prediction of the regression of throat area for different
pressures, will lead to optimal design of the motors, specifically for those of long burnout times. In this
work, erosion of graphite nozzles employed in solid propellant motors with a specific composite
propellant and variable pressures, is investigated. The numerical model utilized includes the NaiverStokes equations, chamber gas thermodynamic equations and thermochemical and heat conduction
equations for the nozzle surface. In order to validate the numerical results, a cartridge type solid
propellant motor with a graphite nozzle is experimentally tested. Using a 3D scanner in the experimental
setup, the amount of inner surface regression for variable pressures (60, 90, 120 and 200 bars) is
measured. Numerical and experimental results are in a proper conformity with each other. There is a
direct relationship between convection heat transfer coefficient and the pressure. The overall erosion is
the same for all four engine pressures. The erosion rate increases with increasing pressure. This rate for
the fuel is about 0.21 mm/s for every 100 times the pressure up to 300 times. For a pressure higher than
300 times, a significant leakage occurs at the corrosion rate.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Ablative shield materials play a pivotal role in high speed
projectiles and specifically in solid propellant motors.
Inner surfaces of these motors (specifically in the nozzle
area) due to fuel combustion encounter severe condition
of high temperatures applied in a short period of time. A
high pressure and intensely turbulent flow is created as
the temperature increases due to burning of propellant in
the combustion chamber. The aforementioned flow can
destroy strongest temperature resistant metals and alloys.
Hence, it is important to protect the motor parts from
severe conditions, in order to gain satisfactory
performance. Due to these reasons many research works
aim to design heat shield with high thermal efficiency to
gain better thermal protection and projectile weight
reduction. It is evident that shield materials during
contact with high temperature and turbulent combustion
gases, due to erosion phenomenon, will gradually
disappear. The nozzle is the most vital part that
encounters the high temperature gases.
Bianchi et al. [1-3] provided two different numerical
methods in which they simulated and investigated
erosion in nozzles with graphite shield material from
different aspects. The first model was based on
thermodynamic balance on the surface and the second
one was based on the finite rate. They utilized diffusion
functions for high temperature states and high aluminum
powder percentage propellants and in converse condition
with low temperature and low aluminum percentage
propellants. Like other researcher, they declared three
oxidants including of OH, 𝐻2 𝑂 and 𝐶𝑂2 as the most
important factors of erosion of graphite shield materials
in nozzles. These oxidants are the main products of the
combustion that chemically react with graphite. There are
other combustion products that due to their low mass
percentages and having very minor effect on the erosion
were not considered here.
Piyush and Vigor [4] studied the erosion in nozzles
with metal throat area. They evaluated three metals
having high melting temperatures including; Tungsten
(W), Molybdenum (Mo) and Rhenium (Re). In order to
avoid mechanical abrasion effect of Al2O3 on the total
regression, an aluminum free hydroxyl-terminated poly
butadiene (HTPB) propellant was utilized, so the erosion
effect was pure thermochemical. They observed in all
three cases that with rising the nozzle pressure from 70 to
450 bars, the regression rate notably increases [4].
One of the other methods of evaluating the regression
in heat shields is the plasma arc method. The advantage
of this method is namely the precisely adjustable system
inlet temperature and having no time limit [5].
Currently, to design and build the nozzle throat area
of solid propellant motors, graphite or carbon-carbon
composites are mostly used. That was due to their
mechanical properties such as; high strength in
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proportion to its weight, sublimation temperature and
mechanical strength.
In recent years, many researches are devoted to
investigating the effect of different parameters on the
graphite erosion. In the research conducted by Ragini and
Kenneth [6]; they have theoretically evaluated the effect
of gas pressure on the graphite erosion using a computer
code. In their work, they utilized two types of resin based
composite HTPB propellants one of which had metal
powders used as fuel components. They came to the
conclusion that under the gas pressure of 140 bars,
reactions are kinetically controlled and above that,
reactions are controlled by diffusion.
Accomplished researches to date have mainly been
using phenolic resin compounds as shield materials in
regression phenomenon which is only applicable for low
temperature cases or in less critical regions such as nozzle
inlet and outlet but not for the throat area. Many resources
[7-10] mainly due to instrumentals limitation and test
condition have only carried out measurement of
regression in the throat area but not on the whole nozzle
length [11-14].
In this study to obtain comprehensive results, the
effect of pressure on the erosion is investigated. For the
experimental setup, the HTPB resin free propellant is
used as motor fuel and the regression is precisely
measured on the whole nozzle length. It should be noted
that current research is planned to meet some demands of
industry to the graphite heat shields.
2. MODELING AND GOVERNING EQUATIONS
Figure 1 shows the schematic of the flow field and the
boundaries problem. The gas phase consists of a blend of
various combustion gas components. Because of high
heat transfer between the combustion gases and the
nozzle surface in a short time, nozzle surface
dramatically increases. Subsequently, chemical reactions
occur between oxidizing components of combustion
products and the nozzle surface (heat shield) which
causes the regression of the surface. The amount of
regression can be calculated by chemical reaction kinetic
method.
2. 1. Governing Equations
For a variable
coordinate system attached to the surface of the
diminishing ablative material, temperature variations
along the given points on the surface is attained from the
following equation [9]:
ρs

∂hs 1 ∂
∂Ts
∂hs
=
(k A
) +ρs ṡ
∂t A ∂r s ∂r
∂r

(1)

Assumptions considered for the physical model in
Equation 1 are stated as follows:
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surface movement. The terms on the right side of
Equation (3), respectively from left to right, are the outlet
heat flux from the control surface due to mass transfer
and heat conduction into the ablative material [9,10].
Extending Equation (2) to all of the species and
adding terms together results in Equation (4):
Figure 1. Schematic of the flow field and the boundaries

𝑐
∑𝑁
𝑖=1 𝜔̇ 𝑖 = (𝜌𝜈)𝑤 = 𝑚̇ = 𝜌𝑠 𝑠̇

(4)

Substituting Equation (4) into Equation (3) yields the
following equation:
1. Thermodynamic properties are only a function of
temperature.
2. The radiation heat transfer is negligible.
3. Graphite is considered as a homogenous material.
4. Conduction heat transfer in ablative material is one
dimensional in the same direction with the nozzle
radius vector.
5. The whole aluminum in the propellant is oxidized.
6. Carbon sublimation on the nozzle surface is
negligible.
The terms provided in Equation (1) refer from left to right
respectively to; stored sensible enthalpy, conduction heat
transfer and energy flux due to moving coordinate.
Because of the rapid heating of the surface, assuming the
outer surface of the nozzle as adiabatic; therefore
Equation (1) can be solved independent of the time. The
aforementioned assumption is almost always valid in
solid propellant motors.
2. 2. Gas to Solid Interface Boundary Layer
In
order to accomplish the modeling of the erosion in gas to
solid interface (combustion gases and graphite), mass and
energy balance equations must be solved for every
species. Equations (2) and (3) are the mass and energy
balance equations, respectively.
ρDim
k

∂T
∂η

|

∂yi
∂η

w

|

w

+ω̇ i =(ρv)w yiw

(2)

∂T
∂Ts
| -ṁ ∆Habl =-ks
|
∂η w
∂r s

∂Ts
∂r

|

(5)

where, ∆𝐻𝑎𝑏𝑙 is the erosion enthalpy and its magnitude is
gained by subtracting the total enthalpy of species in
erosion process from the enthalpy of the solid graphite
material at the ablative surface temperature.
The remaining boundary conditions are shown in
Equation (6). The terms in Equation 6, from left to right
respectively, refer to constant pressure on ablative
surface, no slip condition and normal velocity which is
equal to the regression rate.
∂P
∂η

|

ω

=0

،u=0

، ν = ṁ ⁄ρ

(6)

2. 3. Chemical Reactions
Graphite or carboncarbon composite used as heat shield in the throat area of
solid propellant motor nozzle encounters chemical
reaction and gradually consumed. Products of
combustion of the solid propellant consist of 𝐴𝑙𝐶𝑙 ،
𝐴𝑙𝐶𝑙2، 𝐻2 𝑂، OH، 𝐶𝑂2 ،𝐹𝑙2 𝑂 and 𝑁2 𝑂𝐻. Among the
mentioned species, according to various resources in the
literature, OH ، 𝐻2 𝑂 and 𝐶𝑂2 are the main species that
react with carbon. The reaction formulas are as follows:
𝐶𝑠 + 𝐻2 𝑂 → 𝐶𝑂 + 𝐻2
𝐶𝑠 + 𝐶𝑂2 → 2𝐶𝑂

∂h
N
+ ∑i c hiw ρDim i |
∂η w

(ρν)w hw -ks

i= 1,...,Nc

k

(7)

𝐶𝑠 + 𝑂𝐻 → 𝐶𝑂 + 𝐻

+ṁ hs =
(3)

s

Basically, Equation (2) is conservation equation of
mass on the ablative surface for the i specie. Terms on
the left side of Equation (2) is the mass flux of the i specie
into control surface attached to the ablative surface which
is a result of diffusion and heterogeneous chemical
reactions. The other term on the left (ω̇ i ) is the production
rate of species produced during the gas to solid
interaction which takes positive sign for produced
species and negative sign for consumed species.
Also, Equation (3) is, balance of energy on the
surface. Left hand side terms of Equation (3), from left to
right respectively, refer to energy flux into the control
surface due to conduction of diffusive gases and ablative

It’s worth mentioning that these reactions are mainly of
kinetic type but not diffusional [9,10].
In general, rate of a reaction is defined by the
following equation [3]:
1/r=1/rd +1/rk

(8)

In which rd and rk are diffusional and kinetic reaction
rates, respectively. If the kinetic reaction rate be much
greater than the diffusional reaction rate, then the reaction
is essentially controlled by the diffusion and vice versa.
According to some references in the literature in the
field of erosion of graphite [3, 5, 6], when the combustion
gas temperature is less than 2800 ºC, the reaction is
kinetic and when above that, the diffusion is the dominant
effect. It is worth mentioning the experimental data
approve this fact.
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Owing to the fact that in our problem the combustion
gas temperature in the throat area is less than the
mentioned limit (i.e. 2800 ºC), hence the reaction can be
considered kinetic. So the mass loss rate is defined by the
following equation [1, 4]:
ṁ i =pni .Ai. .Tw b . exp (-

Ei
)
RTw

(9)

where, ṁ i : Carbon surface mass loss rat
pi : Partial pressure of species
Ei : Activation energy of heterogeneous reaction
Ai , b, n: Non dimensional constants (available in the
literature)
Tw : Carbon surface temperature in Kelvin
R: Universal gas Constant
All of the kinetic parameters of Equation (9) are available
in Table 1.
Total erosion of graphite in accordance with the exhaust
gases is calculated by Equation (10).
𝑚̇𝑖 = 𝑚̇𝐻2𝑂 + 𝑚̇𝐶𝑂2 + 𝑚̇𝑂𝐻 = 𝜌𝑠 . 𝑠̇

(10)

where 𝜌𝑠 is the graphite density and 𝑠̇ is the erosion rate
in m/s.

TABLE 1. Kinetic data of the surface reaction
n

b

𝑬 𝒊 , 𝑲𝒄𝒂𝒍⁄𝒎𝒐𝒍𝒆

Ai

CO2

0.5

0

68.8

480000

H2O

0.5

0

68.1

9000

OH

1

-0.5

0

361
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3. NUMERICAL SOLUTION
Mass production rate terms 𝜔̇ for the species produced
during erosion of heat shield are provided in Equations
(11) to (17).
wco
2wco
wco
ω̇ co =ṁ H2O (
) +ṁ CO2 (
) +ṁ OH (
)
wc
wc
wc
ω̇ co2 =-ṁ CO2 (

wCO2
)
wc

ω̇ H2 O =-ṁ H2O (
ω̇ OH =-ṁ OH (
ω̇ H =ṁ OH (

wH2 O
wc

wOH

wH
wc

wc

)

)

∑ ω̇ i =ṁ =ρ.ṡ
w

pi =yi .p. ( )
wi

)

(11)

(12)
(13)
(14)
(15)
(16)
(17)

Figure 2 schematically shows steps toward solving
the problem. The steps include motor design, input
parameters specification, running numerical codes,
calculating demanded parameters for evaluating the
amount of ablative material etc. This flowchart is
comprised of four main parts including motor analysis,
viscous nozzle flow solution, determination of chemical
reactions influencing the erosion and numerical codes.

Figure 2. Main flowchart of solving the problem
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Due to high price and safety problems of complete solid
propellant motors, tests on solid propellant properties,
normally a standard motor is used to investigate heat
shields and insulators characteristics and motor analysis.
Bodies of standard motors are made of steel material and
mechanically designed so that all parts can endure very
high pressures. Effortlessly being capable of
disassembling and reassembling motor parts and cleaning
them is another advantage of employing standard motors.
In order to measure different parameters, a number of
holes are considered on its body. Moreover, in standard
setups usually nozzle convergence and divergence angles
are 45 and 15, respectively. Standard motor
characteristics in current work are available in Table 2
[15, 16].
To study the effect of motor pressure on the erosion
of graphite nozzles, four different standard motors of
different pressures and the same solid propellant type
(A15) are employed. Solid propellant characteristics
utilized in these motors are indicated in Table 3.

Figure 3 shows the nozzle wall temperature along the
flow direction for four different pressures (60, 90, 120
and 200 bars). For the all pressures ranges and within the
converging area of nozzle, the temperature is remained
constant. Along the throat and diverging zone, however,
the temperature gradually decreases. Basically, at the
inlet, the nozzle wall temperature is the adiabatic flame
temperature (2950 K) although at the outlet it takes lower
values of about 2750 K. Moreover, maximum
temperature reduction corresponds to pressure at 200
bars and minimum temperature reduction corresponds to
pressure 60 bars. The interpretation of the behavior of the
nozzle wall temperature is such that at the entrance,
because of the change pressure to velocity, the
temperature of the wall is almost constant, and at the
divergent area due to the change of the flow regime from
subsonic to ultrasonic and increasing in the cross-section
of the nozzle, the energy of the fluid convert to
momentum, so the bulk temperature of fluid decreases
and also wall temperature also decreases.
Figure 4 shows heat transfer coefficient distributions
for various pressures along the length of the nozzle. As it
can be seen from the diagram, within the convergent area
the convective coefficient has increasing trend, at the
divergent area reducing trend and the inlet of the throat is
maximum. In general, all along the nozzle area the rate
of convective coefficient at 200 bars pressure has highest
value and at 60 bars it has the least value. It should be
noted that changing the coefficient of convection along
the nozzle is directly related to the intensity of fluid flow.
Because the flow rate is a function of the cross-sectional
area of the fluid, it increases from the entrance to the
throttling and decreases from the throttling to the next.
Figures 5 and 6 show the mass fractions of 𝐶𝑂2 and
𝐻2 𝑂 with respect to pressure. As it was explained earlier,
OH, 𝐻2 𝑂 and 𝐶𝑂2 are the combustion products which
contribute to the erosion of graphite. But the OH amount
in intended propellant is very small and negligible.

TABLE 2. Propellant Characteristics
Propellant Characteristics

A15

Resin percentage

19

Ammonium perchlorate percentage

65.5

Aluminum percentage

15

Other component percentage

0.5

γ

1.2025

ρ

𝑘𝑔
1770( ⁄𝑚3 )

R

𝑘𝐽
299.7( ⁄𝑘𝑔. 𝐾 )

T

3300(℃)

(burning rate pressure exponent) n

0.182

)coefficient of pressure ( a

0.00423

TABLE 3. Geometrical and thermodynamic parameters of the
four standard motors
Motor Pressure [bar]

60

90

120

200

Propellant type

A15

A15

A15

A15

Nozzle Throat Diameter [mm]

33.9

28

25.7

22

Nozzle Inlet Diameter [mm]

135

135

135

135

47.16

47

46.7

40

6

6

6

6

31.5

32

32

32.5

Nozzle Outlet Diameter [mm]
Propellant Mass [kg]
Initial Propellant Temperature
(℃)

3000

80

2950

70

2900

60

2850
2800

50

2750

40

2700

30

2650

20

2600
2550

p=60

10

p=90

2500

0
0

50

100

nozzle length, (mm)

Figure 3. Nozzle wall temperature distributions

nozzle redius, (mm)

5. NUMERICAL RESULTS

wall temperture, K

4. STANDARD MOTOR CHARACTERISTICS
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70
11000

60

9000

50
40

7000

30
5000

nozzle redius, (mm)

20
3000

p=60
p=120

p=90
p=200

10
0

1000

0

50

100

nozzle length, (mm)

Figure 4. convection heat transfer coefficient distributions
along the nozzle

CO2 specie mass fraction,

0.025
0.02
0.015
0.01
0.005
0

0

50

100
pressure, (bar)

150

200

H2O specie mass
fraction,

Figure 5. CO2 percentage distribution in accordance with
pressure

0.094
0.092
0.09
0.088
0.086
0.084
0.082
0.08
0.078

species to each other in the event of temperature and
pressure changes.
Figure 7 shows the numerical graphite surface erosion
variation along nozzle for different pressures. The
diagram reveals that the erosion amounts are almost the
same for all pressure ranges. Although a slight and not
noticeable difference is seen in the diverging zone. The
amount erosion at the entrance of the nozzle throat is at
its highest of 0.77 for all motors.
The most important result obtained from previous
diagrams is that despite large differences in convective
heat transfer coefficients for all pressure ranges, the
erosion amount was almost the same. It is important to
notice that the curves in Figure 7 are total erosion after
the propellant complete burned and propellant masses of
all motors are the same. For instance in a propellant case
of high pressure, the burn time reduced. Since the
propellant mass for all the motors are the same. Hence,
the final erosion for the motors are near to each other.
The erosion rate distribution along the nozzle for
different pressures is shown in Figure 8. The burn time is
½ s for all of the pressure ranges. It is obvious that the
propellant mass and outlet flow rates are different for
variable pressures; the higher the pressures the higher the
outlet flow rate and vice versa. As it is seen from the
diagram, higher erosion rates are gained for higher
pressures and the curves reach their maximum in the
throat area. It should also be noted that under the pressure
of 300 bars, there is a slight increment between the curves
although above that pressure a sudden jump is seen. For
instance by comparison the erosion rate all the nozzle
throat for 300 and 500 bars pressure, it can be seen that
the pressure increases by 66 percent, where as erosion
rate can vary by 100 percent.
6. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

0

50

100

150

200

pressure, (bar)

In order to carry out the experimental tests, a special
static test bed for solid fuel, consisting of pressure and
trust gages was used. The measurement accuracies are

Figure 6. H2 O percentage distribution in accordance with
pressure

0.9
nozzle
p=90
p=200

60

nozzle redius,(mm)

According to Figure 5, for pressures lower than about 10
bars the diagram has a negative slope and for higher
pressure ranges, 𝐶𝑂2 percentage maintains a constant
value. For 𝐻2 𝑂 percentage (Figure 6), contrariwise, for
under 10 bars range, the diagram has a positive slope and
then suddenly converges to a rather constant value.
The concentration of H2O and CO2 in the combustion
chamber is roughly independent of pressure and
temperature. But it changes in length of nozzle due to
changes in temperature and pressure, especially
divergence zone. Because the possibility of changing

70
p=60
p=120

0.8
0.7

50

0.6

40

0.5

30

0.4
0.3

20

erosion,(mm)

wall heat transfer cofficient, w/m^2.K

80
13000
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0.2
10

0.1

0

0
0

20

40

60

80

100

nozzle length,(mm)

Figure 7. Numerical graphite surface erosion amount along
the nozzle
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1.6

P=60
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P=120

P=200

P=300

P=400

P=500

NOZZLE

80

1.4

70

1.2

60

1

50

0.8

40

0.6

30

0.4

20

0.2

10

0

nozzle redius,(mm)
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Figure 10. Chamber pressure with time for 60bar

0
0

50

nozzle length,(mm)

100

Figure 8. Numerical erosion rate distributions for different
pressures

0.001 bar for pressure, 1N for thrust and 0.1K for
temperature. Also data reading frequency was 1000 Hz.
Moreover, to confirm the output data with confidence,
tests were repeated several times.
The graphite shell utilized as heat shield in the tests is
shown in Figure 9. In order to measure the amount of
erosion, a 3D scanner with an accuracy of 0.01mm is
employed. The scanner measured the graphite part
dimensions before and after the erosion so as to calculate
the total erosion amount.
Figures 10 to 13 show the thrust and the pressure
change with respect to time for each of the four motors.
Units for thrust, pressure and time are kg f, bar and mms,
respectively. The motors characteristics are available in
Table 3. It should be noted that output pressure naming
the diagrams is the average neutral pressure of the motor
chamber. Having equal amount of propellant mass in all
of the motors, the sweeping area under the curves are
rather the same, hence as previously mentioned, higher
pressures lead to lower burnout times.
The experimental total erosion of the nozzles surface
along the nozzles length for the four motors is depicted
in Figure 14. It can be seen that after turning of the motor,
the erosion amount for each case is almost the same only
at entrance and exit small difference are observed.

Figure 9. The graphite employed in the tests

Figure 11. Chamber pressure with time for 90bar

Figure 12. Chamber pressures with time for 120bar

Figure 13. Chamber pressure with time for 200bar
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The important thing to be referred to in this diagram, is
that around the throat area, the slopes of the curves are
very high but those in other zones are much lower.
Comparing the numerical and experimental results
diagrams (Figures 7 and 14), it is evident that in the
diverging zone of the nozzle or after the peak of the
curves, they do correspond with each other. Indeed the
experimental results show significantly higher slopes at
the throat outlet compared with numerical data. This
controversy can be referred to the effect of inertial forces
that cause the flow separation. Actually, the flow
separation is not tracked in the numerical modeling of the
problem.
Maximum experimental erosion amount and heat
transfer coefficient in entrance of nozzle for the four
pressure ranges is indicated in Figure 15. It’s evident that
the erosion does not noticeably changed with pressure
and is around 0.74 on the entire range. But the relation of
heat transfer coefficient and pressure is linear and it
increase by increasing the pressure.
Figure 16 compares the experimental and numerical
results for the maximum erosion rates in the throat area.
Maximum deviation in the results is about 0.03 mm/s
which correspond to around 4 percent of the total erosion
of the graphite heat shield. The diagram indicates a linear
relation between erosion rate and it is true for
experimental and numerical results.

Figure 16. Comparisons between numerical
experimental results for the maximum erosion rates
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and

7. CONCLUSION
To sum up, considering all of the above-mentioned
observations and the comparison made between
numerical and empirical results, the results can be
summarized as follows:
1. The nozzle surface temperature is almost constant
in the converging zone. It decreases with a rather
high slope in the throat area and keeps decreasing
trend in the divergence zone.
2. The nozzle surface temperature does not
significantly change with pressure.
3. There is a direct relationship between convection
heat transfer coefficient and the pressure.
4. The total erosion amount of propellant mass the
total erosion amount along the nozzle is almost
constant for different pressures ranges, although in
the divergence zone a slight difference is observed.
5. The increment of pressure causes the increment of
the erosion rate. For A15 propellant this rate increases
by 0.21mm/s for each 100 bars increment of pressure
for pressures lower than 300 bars. Above 300 bars a
sudden increment is seen in the erosion rate.
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 به دلیل تاثیر خوردگی این ناحیه بر فشار محفظه احتراق و،کاربرد سپرهای حرارتی در گلوگاه موتورهای سوخت جامد
 پیش بینی صحیح مقدار پسروی سطح گلوگاه. موجب مطالعه زیادی در این حوزه گردیده است،نهایتا بازده حرارتی موتور
 خوردگی، در این تحقیق. بویژه در موتورهایی با زمان سوزش باال میگردد، منجر به طراحی بهینه موتور،در فشارهای مختلف

Keywords:
Solid Fuel Engine
Graphite
Erosion

 در فشارهای مختلف مورد بررسی قرار،نازل گرافیتی در موتورهای سوخت جامد برای یک سوخت مرکب با ترکیب خاص
، معادالت ترمودینامیکی داخل موتور، شامل حل معادالت ناویر استوکس جریان سیال، مدل عددی استفاده شده.گرفته است
 یک موتور سوخت جامد، جهت اعتبارسنجی نتایج مدل عددی.معادالت ترموشیمی و هدایت حرارتی سطح نازل میباشد
 همچنین توسط دستگاه اسکنر سه بعدی مقدار.کامل از نوع کارتریجی با نازل گرافیتی مورد آزمایش قرار گرفته است
 مقایسه نتایج حاصله بیانگر. بار ندازهگیری شده است200 و120 ،90 ، 60 خوردگی سطح داخلی نازل برای فشار کارکرد
 ما بین ضریب انتقال حرارت و.مطابقت خوب خروجی مدل عددی با داده های تجربی در گلوگاه و حوالی آن می باشد
 افزایش پیدا، نرخ خوردگی با افزایش فشار. خوردگی کلی برای هر چهار موتور یکسان است.فشار رابطه مستقیم وجود دارد
. بار می باشد300  بار افزایش فشار تا محدوده100  میلی متر بر ثانیه به ازا هر0/21  این نرخ برای سوخت در حدود.می کند
. بار یک جهش قابل توجه در نرخ خوردگی ایجاد می گردد300 برای فشار باالتر از
doi: 10.5829/ije.2019.32.11b.17

